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Trasan is a high calibre and well established multi-disciplinary
building service provider.
The company has firmly embedded relationships across the
supply chain in the Pilbara region, serving clients across
Western Australia.
With a track record spanning over 20 years, the business
currently delivers a broad range of building, construction,
maintenance, scaffolding and consulting services in the Pilbara
region.
Trasan is owned and operated by Travers & Sandi Clarke, and in
often demanding regional conditions, pride themselves on their
ability to deliver excellence in all aspects of quality, safety and
customer service, whilst meeting client expectation.
The business enjoys a reputation for exceptional local
knowledge, energy and commitment to quality and sustainable
project outcomes.

a reputation for
exceptional local
knowledge, energy
and commitment
to quality

Trasan’s capability extends to;
•
Heavy industrial, commercial and residential construction
•
Buildings and facilities maintenance
•
Support services including; project management and skilled
staff deployment
•
Scaffolding Division; planning, operational and advisory
services
•
Consultation services
•
Specialist project recovery services
Trasan are a local employer who are actively involved in
supporting the local community through its sponsorship of local
junior sporting groups and charities.
Major customers in the region include Sodexo, Woodside,
Pilbara Port Authority, Yara Pilbara, Department of Finance,
Broadspectrum, ISS and the City of Karratha.

VISION & VALUES

“
“

Our vision is to be recognised as the Pilbara’s preferred
supplier and contractor for responsible projects in the heavy
industrial, commercial & residential sectors, together with a
range of associated services.

Our business culture is evidenced
through our local knowledge and our
energy and commitment to delivering
high quality, sustainable project
outcomes for our clients. Everything
we do adheres to an established
framework of safety, timescale and
value.

SCAFFOLDING
DIVISION
OVERVIEW
At Trasan, we made a strategic decision some time ago to develop own
Scaffolding Division. We recognised that by having this expertise and
resource in-house, it would enable us to fulfil a broader range of project
scope for our clients. This approach has clear benefits; it saves our clients
considerable time and operational cost in coordinating multiple suppliers
for certain projects and ensures project delivery times are optimized. This
is part of our integrated approach to successful project delivery.

Kirk Packham
Scaffolding Supervisor

Our established Scaffolding
Division is led by Kirk Packham.
Our Scaffolding Division team
possess a wide range of
experience and skills, including
in-house engineering and design
for scaffolding projects.

Scaffolding is one of a number of key access services we offer for engineering, construction and
maintenance projects in the energy, residential, public sector, industrial and resources sectors. We are
able to offer optional services including computer aided design and drafting on request.
Trasan delivers innovative solutions that provide the safest, most practical and cost-effective methods
of meeting the specific access requirements of each project. Our capabilities range from engineered
scaffolding services, labour supply and stock control, through to logistics and transportation. This
enables us to be a single point of contact and delivery for a range of project requirements.

With over 20 years’ experience across the Pilbara
regions and further afield, we have the ability to
provide clients with the highest quality services
in the most remote locations, supported from
regional workshops and offices. Our experience in
working in challenging environments is amongst
the highest in the region. We employ and train our
own workforce, ensuring we maintain consistent
high standards and working processes and
procedures at all times.
We pride ourselves on our responsive approach.
Our fleet of fit-for-purpose vehicles - including
single utes, trucks and trailers – are regularly
mobilised on behalf of our clients at a moments’
notice.

“

As you would expect, our employees have a strong focus on
Systems of Safe Work, which not only protects their health
and wellbeing, but ensures all regulatory demands are met.
This is beneficial to our clients and also helps meet our own
legal obligations. Safety is paramount at all times.

Risk & Safety Management
As part of our commitment to achieving the
principles of health and safety in our workplace,
we recognise our moral and legal responsibility to
provide a safe and healthy work environment for
workers, contractors, customers and visitors. This
commitment also extends to ensuring that risk
management is an integral part of the company’s
approach to decision making and accountability,
and that all personnel within the company are
responsible for the management of risks that
relate to their particular area of work.

Quality Assurance & Accreditations
Trasan is working towards achieving ISO accreditation and is developing and
implementing Systems standard ISO Occupation Health, ISO 45001:2018 Systems
and Safety Management, ISO 9001:2008 Quality Management Systems and ISO
14001:2004 Environmental Management Systems.

Indigenous Engagement & Gender Equality
Trasan is committed to implementing programs to assist indigenous Australians to grow
and prosper within the small business sector.
Currently we give precedent to 50% owned Aboriginal suppliers.
We are currently seeking mentoring and alliance opportunities for mutual benefits.
Trasan is currently 50% owned and operated by Mrs Sandi Clarke, we are also committed
to offering equal opportunities to female apprentices and other applicants as and when
employment opportunities arise.

Environmental Statement
As part of our commitment to achieving the principles of responsible environmental
management, sustainability and protection of the natural environment in our workplace,
we recognise our moral and legal responsibility to ensure that our activities, products
and services are designed to protect and enhance the environment in the communities in
which we operate, and our obligations to ensuring that our operations do not place the
natural environment or the local community at risk of harm.

Facilities
Trasan boasts a range of in-house facilities, plant and machinery at our
operational base in Karratha. Operational and Project personnel are
based at the facility and the management of all operational assets and
equipment is carried out at this location.

